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The puzzle of blushing
Ray Crozier on an elusive phenomenon with implications for our understanding
of emotion, expression and social anxiety

questions

What causes us to blush? What
functions, if any, does reddening of
the face serve? This article reviews
some recent attempts to address
these questions. One strand of
research aims to elucidate the
complex and scarcely understood
physiology of the blush. Another
strand explores the notion that the
blush is a response to unwanted
social attention. A third strand
shows that a blush can influence
observers’ opinion of the blusher,
an effect that is enhanced by its
involuntary nature. It can do so in
positive ways, communicating the
blusher’s sensitivity to social values
and norms. However, it can also be
viewed negatively: for many people
their blushing is an unpleasant,
even distressing experience.

B

Charles Darwin argued that the blush
‘makes the blusher to suffer and the
beholder uncomfortable, without being
if the least service to either of them’.
How convincing are recent attempts to
establish the functional value of the
blush?
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lushing is a ubiquitous yet little
understood phenomenon that
presents many puzzles. It is a
visible change in our most conspicuous
feature, yet it can occur when we least
want to be noticed and, indeed, can draw
attention to our behaviour. We redden
when we make a faux pas but also when
we are praised or thanked. A blush is
involuntary and uncontrollable –
an actor might simulate a smile,
laughter or a frown, but not a
blush. Awareness that you are
blushing intensifies it, and being
accused of blushing can induce
you to blush. Why should our
response to social situations take
this particular form? Whereas the
pallor of fear is explicable in terms
of redirection of blood flow from
the skin to the skeletal muscles,
it is less obvious why
embarrassment over certain kinds
of social predicaments should be
accompanied by increased blood
flow to the facial region.

is reddening of the cheeks and forehead
that can also extend to the ears, neck and
upper chest – the ‘blush region’. It differs
from other forms of reddening that are
associated with, say, physical exertion or
the consumption of alcohol or a hot curry
in that it accompanies emotional
experiences. But which ones? We see
reddening of the face in rage and
indignation, but this is usually called
flushing rather than blushing. The blush
is widely considered to be an expression
of embarrassment, and indeed it is
difficult to discuss one without the other.
Yet there is no consensus on this, and
some theorists do not regard it as integral
to the display of embarrassment (for
example, Keltner & Buswell, 1997). You
can be embarrassed without blushing and
blush without embarrassment (Edelmann,
2001). These conclusions, like so many

The nature of the blush
Darwin devoted a chapter to
blushing in The Expression of
the Emotions in Man and Animals,
where he considered it to be ‘the
most peculiar and most human
of all expressions’ (1872, p.310).
However, it has not attracted
psychological research until recent
years, and even such basic
questions as what constitutes a
blush remain unanswered. A blush
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concerning the blush, are tentative. It is
conceivable that people invariably blush
when they are embarrassed but the
physiological change is not necessarily of
sufficient magnitude to be detected. The
relations between blushing and emotions,
including the self-conscious emotions of
shame, guilt and shyness, remain unclear.
Is a blush a single phenomenon or are
there different kinds of blush, each perhaps
with its own cause? This question has
received hardly any attention, and
psychological research has tended to adopt
a commonsense notion of what constitutes
a blush. Leary et al. (1992) distinguished
the ‘classic’ blush – the sudden reddening
of the face – and the ‘creeping’ blush,
which is more prolonged and which we
often see when someone is being
interviewed or is making a presentation to
a group. Here, the redness slowly spreads
for several minutes and is typically blotchy
in appearance. Is this the same
phenomenon as the classic blush?
One of the problems of researching
blushing, which may have been a
significant factor in its neglect by
psychologists, is the difficulty of its
measurement. Research into the facial
expression of emotion was initially
stimulated by developments in
photography (which Darwin drew upon)
and subsequently film and videotape and
their links to computer technology, and
studies of the facial musculature have
analysed expressions in close detail. In
contrast, the fleeting blush has proved
difficult to capture. Advances in recording
and analysing the blush, including
photoplethysmography and laser Doppler
measures of blood flow, are promising.
The physiology of changes in blood
flow presents a complex picture involving
sympathetic nervous system regulation and
the influence of circulating chemicals,
including bradykinin, histamine and nitric
oxide. The blush seems to be produced by
a number of factors in combination. The
blush region has a distinctive anatomical
structure that lends itself to reddening
produced by increased blood flow close to
the skin. Facial skin has large numbers of
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capillary loops in the dermis, the venous
plexus – an extensive network of veins in
the subcutaneous layer – holds a large
volume of blood, and the blood vessels are
close to the surface of the cheek. Little is
known about the processes that connect
blush-eliciting circumstances to increased
blood flow. Most psychological attention
has focused on beta-adrenergic receptors
in the facial area – there is a high density
of these receptors in the facial veins.
Sympathetic arousal of these receptors
produces vasodilation; pharmacological
blockade partially reduces blushing, even
in situations that elicit embarrassment
(Drummond, 1997). Much more research
needs to be undertaken before the
mechanisms underlying blushing are
understood to the same degree as, say,
fear, and to investigate its relation to other
sympathetically mediated emotional
processes.

Blushing and self-consciousness
Little research has examined the
circumstances that give rise to the blush,
and most studies have worked on the
assumption that it is an expression of
embarrassment rather than considering
it a phenomenon in its own right. One
recurrent theme is that it is associated
with self-consciousness in the sense of
imagining how we appear to others.
Darwin (1872, p.326) related the blush
to self-attention, writing of the ‘mental
states which induce blushing…consist
of shyness, shame and modesty; the
essential element in all being selfattention… It is not the simple act of
reflecting on our own appearance, but the
thinking of what others think of us which
excites a blush.’ An intriguing test of the
attention hypothesis was conducted by
Drummond and Mirco (2004) who found
that staring at one side of a participant’s
face while she sang or read aloud
produced increased cheek temperature
and measured blood flow at that side but
not at the unattended side.
Others argue that a blush is produced
by undesired social attention. Leary et al.
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(1992) proposed that four classes of
situation elicit blushing:
(a) threats to public identity, such as
violations of norms, inept
performances, loss of control, and
behaving out of role
(b) openness to scrutiny, such as
conspicuousness and being the centre
of attention
(c) praise and positive attention
(d) accusations of blushing.
The following illustrations come from my
own studies of people’s recollections of
occasions when they blushed:
(a) ‘In a lecture I asked a question that the
lecturer had only just covered and
everybody laughed.’
(b) ‘I was asked to read out something in
class.’
(c) ‘My boss told me he valued my work.’
(d) ‘Someone said “you’re going red!”
which obviously made it [my blush]
worse.’
Nevertheless, as I have argued elsewhere
(Crozier, 2000), attention paid by others
does not explain all occasions of
blushing, since, for example, a blush can
be elicited when a sensitive or personal
topic is raised during a conversation such
that you may redden whether or not you
are the centre of attention or even noticed
by anyone; indeed, in these circumstances
a blush can bring about attention rather
than ensue from it. I put forward the
exposure hypothesis: If some event X
brings into the open (or threatens to do
so) a topic Y, and Y is something that the
individual wishes to keep hidden or
believes ought to be kept hidden, X will
elicit a blush. Thus we blush when there
is an allusion to something significant to
us, perhaps something we have done in
the past, even if no one else is aware of its
significance. We do so to hear someone’s
name mentioned if we are attracted to
him or her, whether anyone knows this
or not.
References to exposure were evident
in participants’ recollections of blushing
episodes (Crozier, 2000) and in samples
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of literary texts that mention blushing
(Crozier, 2004). Dijk and de Jong (2009)
conducted an empirical test of the
exposure hypothesis and found that
anticipation that blushing may reveal
information one would want to keep
hidden was identified by participants as
an undesirable property of the blush.
But a number of questions remain. Is
exposure fundamental to blushing or is it
just one of many triggers? Exposure can
be physical, for example a ‘wardrobe
malfunction’, but whether one blushes
is influenced by context and social and
personal values and standards. Do all
instances of shame and embarrassment
entail exposure of the self in some way?
More generally, is it possible to distinguish
properties of episodes that are
accompanied by a blush from those that
are not?

The blush as a signal
An explanation that emphasises the
blush’s visibility proposes that when we
feel shame we communicate our emotion
to others and in doing so we send an
important signal to them. It tells them
something about us. It shows that we are
ashamed or embarrassed, that we
recognise that something is out of place.
It shows that we are sorry about this. It
shows that we want to put things right.
To blush at innuendo is to show
awareness of its implications and to
display modesty that conveys that you
are not brazen or shameless.
In this way the blush helps everyone
deal with the predicament that is created
by the circumstances that cause at least
one person to blush and enables everyone
present to overcome any conflict that
would arise. It signals the blusher’s
adherence to society’s rules, norms and
standards and acknowledgement of failure
to comply with them. This can deflect any
hostile reaction from others, help the
group to strengthen its bond and avoid
spending resources on aggressive acts.
Psychological research has considered
that a blush communicates appeasement,
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a non-verbal apology
or has a remedial
function, helping to
put matters right after
some social
predicament
(Edelmann, 2001).
Empirical studies
find that people who
blush when they have
violated some norm
are viewed less
negatively than people
who don’t blush in
these circumstances.
We are more likely to
interpret behaviour in
terms of shame or
embarrassment if it is
accompanied by a
blush (Dijk et al.,
2009). Yet the blush is
not a simple ‘read out’
of these emotions. The
interpretation depends
on the context. De
Jong et al. (2003)
found that whereas
a blush leads to a less
negative appraisal
when the blusher has
A participant reported blushing when the class was accused of
committed a
dropping paint even though she knew someone else had done
transgression or made
it, and she was punished by the teacher who claimed that her
a faux pas, the
red face indicated her guilt
appraisal is more
negative when the
circumstances are ambiguous: here the
behaved inappropriately but whether
blush may indicate untrustworthiness or
you can see that this view of you is
guilt. In one recollection of a blushing
a reasonable one to take.
episode a participant reported blushing
The blush makes a particularly
when the class was accused of dropping
effective signal because it is involuntary
paint even though she knew someone else
and uncontrollable. Of course, a blush can
had done it, and she was punished by the
be unwanted, and can create predicaments
teacher who claimed that her red face
of its own; but so too can, for example, the
indicated her guilt. An accusation can
expression of fear or anger, which we
cause an innocent person to blush. More
might try to suppress. The costs to the
generally, Castelfranchi and Poggi (1990)
blusher on specific occasions are
argue that you blush when you believe that
outweighed by the long-term benefits of
your behaviour lends itself to a negative
being seen as adhering to the group and by
view of the self by the other, whether or
the general advantages the blush provides:
not this negative appraisal is deserved.
indeed the costs may enhance the signal’s
What counts is not whether you have
perceived value.
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There are problems with the signal
account. Cross-cultural evidence shows
that blushing is a panhuman experience
but its visibility depends on facial
complexion. Edelmann (1990) reported
differences among five European countries
and Japan in the frequency with which
blushing was reported as accompanying
embarrassment (blushing was most
common in the UK). Casimir and Schnegg
(2002) investigated colour–emotion
associations in 98 languages and dialects.
The colour red was associated with shame
in 78 languages, predominantly in
populations with fair complexions.
In populations with relatively darker
complexions shame was sometimes
associated with black, perhaps referring
to darkening of the skin due to increased
blood flow in the blush region. How do
we reconcile the significance of the
appearance of the blush when there is
individual variation in visibility and when
peoples with dark complexions are less
likely to show facial reddening? Do
societies experience embarrassment or selfconscious differently depending on their
inhabitants’ complexion? Does
embarrassment have different implications
for social life in these populations? Finally,
the meaning of any expression is
influenced by its social and cultural
context; these need to be explored in the
case of the blush.

Anxiety about blushing
The signal account of blushing
emphasises its positive contribution
to social encounters and its benefits to
individuals who participate in them. Yet
the experience of blushing causes distress
to many people. They may seek
professional help, whether psychological
interventions or pharmacological
treatments; in some cases they are
prepared to undergo surgery (endoscopic
transthoracic sympathectomy) to inhibit
their facial reddening. Websites carry
testimonials of vivid depictions of the
miseries caused by blushing, variously
described in terms of ‘suffering a
condition’, a ‘disability’ or being a ‘weird
person’, and provide many examples of
attempts to overcome the problem with
one or another form of treatment.
Blushing can be a source of shame and
anxiety in its own right. Many sufferers
believe that people interpret it as a sign of
weakness or loss of control or as evidence
of social incompetence (Edelmann,
1990). Of course, these anxieties are
heightened not only by the awareness that
blushing is uncontrollable but also that
consciousness of blushing can induce or
intensify it.

Anxiety about blushing is correlated
about blushing are the cause of difficulties,
with social phobia/social anxiety disorder.
then some form of cognitive therapy is
A substantial proportion of people seeking
recommended (Bögels, 2006).
treatment for blushing meet diagnostic
Psychological research into social anxiety
criteria for social phobia; many patients
has perhaps provided the most productive
diagnosed with social phobia report
stimulus for research into blushing. It has
concerns about blushing (see Crozier,
shown that people’s beliefs and
2006, for details). It seems too, although
expectancies about how noticeable their
this is an issue that warrants further
blush is and what its consequences are
research, that many sufferers regard their
constitute a significant factor in
colouring as the cause of their social
maintaining blushing anxieties; it
difficulties, which, they believe, would
recognises how serious these anxieties can
disappear if they did not redden.
be for individuals.
The implication of this position taken
by many blushers is that there is
An elusive phenomenon
something inherently unpleasant or
It is difficult to do justice to the
unattractive about blushing. Yet empirical
complexities of blushing in a short article;
research does not find that individuals
I hope I have managed to suggest that it
obtaining high scores on a self-report
raises fundamental questions about the
measure of blushing are necessarily more
nature of emotion, emotional expression,
likely to colour than other people are,
the psychological significance of the face,
implying that it is the perception of
the self, self-consciousness and social
blushing rather than its frequency or
anxiety. There are issues that I have been
intensity that is at issue. Drummond
unable to broach. How has the blush
(1997) and Mulkens et al. (1999) found
evolved and how has it become attached
little relation between physiological
to self-consciousness? Is it the case that it
measures of the intensity of blushing and
is a uniquely human expression? Darwin’s
self-reports of the extent of blushing or
first thoughts on blushing in a notebook
embarrassment when these physiological
of 1838 raised the question of
measures were taken
its sexual significance, and this
while participants
aspect has been little studied,
were engaged in an
“blushing is a
although, unsurprisingly, it
embarrassing task.
panhuman
has been of interest to
Other studies do
experience but its
psychoanalysis. The blush,
find evidence of
visibility depends on
like embarrassment, often
physiological
facial complexion”
coincides with unexpected
differences among
events and with fluster and
people high and low
mental confusion, and how it is
in anxiety about
related to these states is worthy of
blushing. Changes in blood flow may
research. We know hardly anything about
be dependent upon the nature of the
the emergence of blushing in childhood
embarrassing task (Gerlach et al., 2001);
and its development across the lifespan.
Drummond et al. (2003) detected no
The blush has been the subject of
individual differences in blood flow at the
historical and cultural studies of the
outset of an embarrassing task, but the
significance of the body, particularly the
blush persisted longer among individuals
face, and of the skin as boundary between
with higher blushing anxiety. Further
the person and the world (e.g. O’Farrell,
research would be valuable here, as
1997); here too, it has remained an
establishing a psychological basis for
elusive phenomenon, lacking sustained
blushing anxiety has implications for
investigation. Psychologists are beginning
interventions.
to gain some insight into blushing,
Detailed consideration of the many
sufficient to appreciate the complexities
issues surrounding interventions to help
raised by this scarcely noticed
people with blushing problems would
phenomenon, ‘the most peculiar and most
require a separate article (for additional
human of all expressions’.
discussion, see Crozier, 2006; Crozier &
Alden, 2009). Briefly, two approaches have
attracted most research attention, differing
in their conception of the source of the
Ray Crozier
problems. If it is thought that blushing
is an Honorary Professor,
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Cardiff University and
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